
Ensure accurate risk and corresponding 
reimbursement with DataLink

One platform for risk adjustment
Evoke360 enables payer-provider collaboration into a single platform

for data insights, improving risk accuracy.

Our risk-focused solutions help you gain valuable understanding and 
data insights to accurately report the risk scores of your population. 

Here’s how we do it.
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Data
insights

Risk adjustment: Ensure appropriate risk scores and risk accuracy by 
identifying unreported and under-reported risk-adjusted conditions. 

Business and financial performance management: 
Navigate complex clinical and financial data to manage shared 
financial responsibility in risk arrangements.

Wellness assessment: Empower providers to capture all chronic 
conditions and meet CMS requirements with SmartVisit , a prepopulated 
wellness visit form.

Provider relationship management: E�ectively manage engagement 
team members and provider networks to drive best practices and 
improve performance.

Referral and encounter management: Eliminate billing errors and 
avoid unnecessary costs to reduce the total cost of care.
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Data-driven solutions for appropriate risk accuracy 
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Ready to ensure risk accuracy for your organization? 
Reach out today.

Leverage DataLink’s risk adjustment solutions to deliver the most accurate risk scores 
while providing high-quality, cost-e�ective care.

20+ years supporting healthcare organizations
50 states and Puerto Rico supported
95% EHR connectivity

Clinical data extraction 
Seamlessly pull and analyze data inside a chart in near real-time, accessing data that ’s often 
missed in the claims process. The result: Richer, more accurate data for all your other 
risk adjustment programs, allowing them to be more targeted and less wasteful.

Risk adjustment analytics
Ensure accurate risk adjustment with robust analytics and insights for the most 
e�ective targeting, providing the biggest impact.

Advisory services
Leverage our team of industry experts to access data analysis and guidance for 
risk adjustment and provider engagement.

Ensure accurate risk and corresponding reimbursement with DataLink


